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INFORMATION PAPER 

SUBJECT: Global Integration Frameworks (GIF) Overview 

1. Problem. The Joint Force (JF) will have to execute multiple contingency plans

simultaneously, spanning various Combatant Command (CCMD) areas of responsibility, in

response to a crisis pertaining to any one priority challenge.  Resource constraints will prevent

fully resourcing multiple plans simultaneously.  Within the Department, only the Secretary of

Defense (SecDef) has the authority to make cross-CCMD resourcing decisions and the

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) is the military leader best positioned to see across

all regions, domains, and functions.  The SecDef, with CJCS support, requires a mechanism

that enables Global Military Integration to best address global challenges across the spectrum

of conflict.

2. GIFs in Concept.  A GIF is a mechanism to enable Global Military Integration.  GIFs

facilitate the transitions from day-to-day campaigning, planning, and preparation to JF

execution of multi-AOR crisis response by integrating activities across multiple domains,

CCMDs, Services, and DoD agencies.  GIFs lay the groundwork for global integration from

early indications of a crisis to post-crisis recovery and transitioning to a new, post-crisis

baseline for day-to-day operations.  A GIF consists of both product and process.  Its product is

similar in concept to an Operational Plan (OPLAN) by providing a point of departure for

addressing a potential contingency.  The GIF process is comparable to the Joint planning

process because it provides a series of analytical steps and an established methodology to guide

subsequent planning and execution.  Through both product and process, GIFs integrate

strategic guidance, relevant contingency plans, and other campaign plans into a global

framework that enables senior-leader decision-making through requisite forethought about how

to understand and manage risk in regards to anticipated crisis scenarios.

3. GIF Products. Global Integration Frameworks provide several products that aid senior

leaders in directing the JF’s rapid and effective transition from day-to-day competition to an

emerging crisis or contingency, while providing a foundation for risk-informed decision

making throughout the crisis. The Strategic Architecture, Strategic Decision Framework (SDF),

and Global Crisis Options (GCO) are GIF products that staffs can quickly refine based on the

current situation and policy guidance to aid decision-makers. Global Situational Awareness and

the JF Risk Assessment are GIF products that are re-generated at time of need, again based

upon the situation.

 Strategic Architecture. The Strategic Architecture articulates the JF’s operational

approach to crisis and conflict. It fosters unity of effort across the JF by creating a common

understanding of the Department’s objectives and outcomes. The Strategic Architecture

accomplishes this by nesting JF-developed strategic objectives with the Office of the

Secretary of Defense (OSD)–provided policy guidance. It then further groups these

objectives into lines of operations and efforts.

 Strategic Decision Framework (SDF). The SDF is a product the JF collectively develops
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in advance of crisis to anticipate potential strategic decisions and considerations in 

execution of multiple simultaneous contingency plans pertaining to any one priority 

challenge.  It acts as a cognitive bridge between day-to-day operations and actions 

necessary to ensure success in crisis or conflict. The SDF is designed to be course-of-action 

agnostic. It identifies key strategic decisions across a range of domains, sequenced 

appropriately to forecast potential considerations and requirements throughout a 

contingency. Each SDF decision is supported by relevant associated information 

requirements. The SecDef and the CJCS, assisted by their respective staffs, review and 

update the SDF based on the current situation and policy directives. 

 Global Crisis Options (GCO). GCOs serve as a ready-reference that depicts potential JF

combinations of operations and actions designed to achieve a desired effect at a specified

level of risk. This provides decision makers with alternative approaches to advance

objectives and manage risk in a given situation. GCOs include actions to deter in order to

reset competition and/or ensure JF preparation for executing a contingency plan. Whether

they are deterring or preparing, all GCOs are intended to manage escalation and create decision

space for senior leaders. At the time of need, the JF will adapt GCOs to current U.S.

priorities, the strategic environment, and the readiness and disposition of the force.

 Global Situational Awareness. Requisite situational awareness is a product developed

out of an intelligence appreciation of the strategic environment and JF readiness

assessment.

− Appreciation of the Strategic Environment. Appreciation of the Strategic
Environment consists of an evaluation of current adversary, partner, and third-party
intentions, capabilities, and expected reactions.  The intelligence community already
conducts this appreciation daily and can generate a crisis-specific version in short
order.

− JF Readiness Assessment. The JF Readiness Assessment provides decision-makers with
a real-time understanding of force laydown, the ability of the JF to meet prioritized global
obligations, and any critical force element shortfalls/trade-offs.

 JF Risk Assessment. The JF Risk Assessment is comprised of CCMD and Service risk

statements based upon shortfalls – risk drivers – identified in the JF Readiness

Assessment.  It also includes potential mitigation options for the risk drivers.

4. GIF Process. The GIF review process consists of both templates and repeatable

methodologies that result in the development and refinement of GIFs. The JF utilizes the same

review process whether during deliberate planning (i.e., routine GIF updates) or crisis

planning (i.e., response to an emerging situation). However, the pace of the planning process

shifts based on the time available and the degree of similarity between the developing situation

and the assumptions made during deliberate planning and crisis.

 Deliberate Review. The Joint Staff J5 leads a deliberate and robust DoD-wide process to

develop and review GIFs, which typically spans six months. This deliberate process yields

the core set of existing products ready for use in crisis. Each GIF is updated on a two-year

cycle, or as directed by the CJCS.
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 Crisis Review. During an emerging crisis, the Joint Staff J3, assisted by Joint Staff J5, leads

a rapid and focused DoD-wide process that refines existing GIF products to account for the

current situation. J3-updated products provide the SecDef, the CJCS, and other senior leaders

with global situational awareness of the environment, an updated assessment of JF readiness

to respond, and military options guided by national strategic objectives and policy guidelines.

The GIF crisis review enables risk-informed senior-leader decisions that improve JF unity of

effort and execution.

 Process Methodology. The standardized GIF review process ensures a repeatable system of

logical steps for JF application. It informs the development or update of the Strategic

Architecture, GCOs, and SDF, while guiding development of global situational awareness

and JF risk assessment.

− Operational Planning Team (OPT) Process. The J5-led OPT includes OSD, Joint
Staff, Service, and CCMD representatives who collaborate during a deliberate review to
create or examine the existing Strategic Architecture, GCOs, and SDF. In crisis, the J3-
led OPT adapts these products as required to address the emerging crisis situation.

− Development of Global Situational Awareness. The GIF review begins by improving
global situational awareness through two primary contributing activities: a threat
assessment and JF prioritization and reallocation analysis. This methodology enables a
global assessment of adversary and friendly disposition during both deliberate and crisis

planning.

o Threat Assessment. The Defense Intelligence Support Enterprise leads an effort
to provide a comprehensive threat and capability estimate, resulting in
appreciation of the strategic environment.

o Prioritization and Reallocation Analysis. This process consists of a Joint Staff
J3-led analysis of the available resources and readiness of the JF. This includes
reviewing force posture, logistics availability, and prioritized force requirements
for appropriate contingency and global campaign plans, articulated in current
Execution Orders (EXORDs). The GIF includes a standardized methodology for
prioritizing tasks and contingency plans for a rapid assessment in crisis, centered
around JF ability to fulfill global obligations defined by the National Defense
Strategy.

 Risk Assessment Methodology. Global situational awareness provides CCMDs and

Services with a basis for producing specific risk assessments in accordance with the Joint

Risk Analysis Manual (CJCSM 3105.01). The JF articulates specific risks to inform senior

leader decisions, such as executing various GCOs, contingency plans, or force reallocation

for other missions. The GIF includes a template for describing specific risks, which

includes 1) what is threatened (risk to force/mission/objectives), 2) risk drivers (risk from

what), and 3) mitigation measures. During a crisis, this process provides information

necessary to support senior leader decisions that are conveyed on the SDF.
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5. Conclusion.  The nature of today’s threats demand that the JF execute a globally integrated

cross-domain response.  This response requires an understanding of available resources while

remaining cognizant of risk trade-offs.  It must be flexible to the rapidly evolving

circumstances.  GIFs are designed to meet this demand; effective application of their products

and processes will optimize the JF response to emerging crises and enhance senior leader

ability to manage the situation.
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